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 arbitration system to settle contract  
disputes, and providing greater state  
involvement in efforts to reinvigorate the  
casino industry in Atlantic City. 
 
He’s guaranteed that the high-profile  
successes the governor has achieved will  
have a Democratic imprint on them,  
especially heading into the 2011 legislative  
election season.  
 
At the same time, he hasn’t hesitated to  
bump heads with the governor over such  
issues as job creation and economic growth,  
and taxes on high-income residents. 
 
He’s demonstrated his willingness to take on  
public employee unions despite the risk of  
alienating a voting bloc that has been a  
consistent financial and ballot box supporter  
of Democratic candidates.  
 
His personal lengthy background in  
organized labor has enhanced his credibility  
in matters involving public employee benefits  
by creating the impression that if he  
perceives a problem in need of attention, the  
problem must be a valid one.  
 
In any attempt to come to grips effectively  
with the pension system crisis, there will be  
renewed criticism of state government’s  
failure to live up to its obligations over the  

years by withholding its annual contributions  
to the system.  
 
That the state has ignored its responsibility  
to support the pension fund is undeniable  
and the anger and frustration expressed by  
union leaders over that failure is thoroughly  
understandable. 
 
Government’s failure, not employees 
 
Employees, the unions properly point out,  
faithfully made their contributions year after  
year; the crisis now faced is a direct result of  
government’s failures, not theirs.  
 
Valid as this criticism is, harsh reality has  
arrived in the form of a pension system  
teetering on the edge of bankruptcy.  
Assigning blame for past sins accomplishes  
little toward curing current woes. 
 
The pieces are in place for a compromise and  
there is in the air a desire to cooperate to  
achieve significant reforms and rescue a  
deeply distressed benefits system. 
 



 

 There will most certainly be a cost involved  
and it will be necessary for the governor and  
Sweeney — as leaders in the effort — to  
convince everyone with a stake in the  
outcome that the cost is well worth the  
eventual result. 
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